Proposed woodland to provide screening of new watercourse and within Attenuation Embankment.

* For details of proposed boundary treatments, please refer to remediation vol 2 of the Transfer Platform which forms part of the structure of the piled embankment.

For further information on the proposed woodland, please refer to the list of woodland surveys and the State Forest.

Notes:

1. All 1.3 embankments and cuttings to be hydroseeded in August/September.
2. Bridge to have wildflower mix on each verge and additional reinforcement.
3. Reinstated All. Vases to be asked with 25% wildflowers and 60% grass seed mix.
4. All existing trees and woodland edge plots from the results of a hand held survey with a 60m tolerance. At detailed design stage, a topographic survey will confirm exact location of vegetation and the design amended accordingly, to mitigate potential tree loss.
5. Tree positions to be agreed on site with the Project Manager to avoid conflicts with the proposed Transfer Platform which forms part of the structure of the piled embankment.
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